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WHAT’S
THE POINT?

TODAY
YOU
WILL...
LEARN HOW TO SHADE
LINEAR INEQUALITIES SO
AS TO FIND ALLOWABLE
REGIONS AND POINTS IN
TWO DIMENSIONS.

Shading graphical inequalities is often taught as a sequence
of instructions to follow, says Colin Foster, but asking
learners to find a ‘mystery point’ can bring the process to life
Learners will be used to mathematical versions of
games like ‘20 Questions’, where the aim is to identify
the object that someone is thinking of. For example,
the teacher might say, ‘I’m thinking of a number ...’

and the learners have to ﬁnd out what the number is.
In this lesson, the teacher is thinking of a point, which
is represented by a pair of coordinates. This leads to
some work on simultaneous linear inequalities.
formally correct versions, such as
‘y = > x’, and you could address this.
They might also be unsure whether
‘less than 6’ includes 6 or not. (You
could ask, ‘Is 6 less than 6?’) You
might choose to use language like
‘at least 2’ for the ﬁnal statement,
which they may ﬁnd harder to
encode into algebra.
Learners could think about the
problem in pairs. Some squared
paper would probably help. If they
think that they have an answer, you
could ask them whether there could
be more than one possible answer.
In fact, the only possible answer is
(2, 3), shown by the red spot in the
diagram below, where the parts of
the diagram where the point can’t
be, have been shaded out. (The
solid line x = 2 shows that the point
could be on that line, because of
the greater-than-or-equal-to symbol
above, whereas the dashed lines
for the other boundaries are not
included in the allowable region,
which is why (2, 2), (2, 4) and (3, 3)
are not possible answers.)

STARTER ACTIVITY
Put the blank grid below on the board.
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I’m thinking of a point somewhere on
this grid.
Can you work out what it is from the
information I am going to give you?
1. THE COORDINATES ARE
INTEGERS.
You could check that learners know
that integer means ‘whole number’
and that it includes negative whole
numbers and zero.

As you give students the three
pieces of information below, you
could write algebraic versions on
the board, or perhaps this would
be a good opportunity to see if
learners can do so.
2. The y coordinate is bigger
than the x coordinate.
y>x

The x and y coordinates add up
to less than 6.
x +y<6
The x coordinate is greater than
or equal to 2.
x ≥2
Q: Where’s my point?
If they haven’t done this sort of
thing before (or even if they
have!), learners might write less
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Q: How do you know that the
point I was thinking of had to be
(2, 3)?
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MAIN ACTIVITIES
DECODE ANOTHER

1

Q: What puzzle question and answer
does the diagram below show?
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The puzzle here is:
y<x
x + 2y > 4
y < –2x + 8
and the mystery point (red dot) is
(3, 1) this time.
Of course, different learners might
express the inequalities in equivalent
but different algebraic ways, such as
x>y
y > 2 – 0.5x
2x + y < 8
which might lead to some useful
discussion.

2

CREATE YOUR
OWN (SAME GRID)

Q: Make up a mystery point puzzle
like this one, using the same zero-tosix-both-ways grid. You have to use
three inequality statements and
there must be just one possible
point as the answer.
Learners could do simpler or more
complex ones, according to what
they are comfortable with. For
example, learners who ﬁnd this very
hard could begin using two lines
parallel to the axes and just one
oblique one. For instance, suggest:
x >?
y <?
x >y
as a pattern and see if they can
ﬁnd suitable integers for the two
question marks.

3

CREATE
YOUR OWN
(DIFFERENT GRID)

Now the sky is the limit! Learners
might decide to allow negative
values of x and y, or just change the
range from zero-to-six to zero-toten, say, giving lots more
possibilities. But there should still
be just one integer point solution.
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+

HOME LEARNING

A suggested activity for home learning might be:
> Find out about ‘linear programming’ and its uses.
> Try to visualise and describe what would happen if you attempted
to do this in three, rather than two, dimensions!

INFO BAR
+ ADDITIONAL
RESOURCES

A NICE INTERACTIVE WEBSITE FOR
SHADING INEQUALITIES IS
HTTP://TINYURL.COM/8VJJ38H
IF ONE LEARNER DRAWS ONE, CAN
ANOTHER STUDENT IDENTIFY THE
INEQUALITY REPRESENTED? MANY
SCHOOLS WILL HAVE AUTOGRAPH
(AUTOGRAPH-MATH.COM) OR SIMILAR
SOFTWARE, WHICH WILL SHADE
INEQUALITIES IF YOU ENTER
THEM ALGEBRAICALLY.

+ STRETCH
THEM FURTHER
+ THIS IS A DIFFICULT TOPIC, WHICH
WILL CHALLENGE MOST LEARNERS.
THINKING UP SITUATIONS, SUCH AS THE
FOLLOWING, TO FIT GIVEN
INEQUALITIES, OR SOLVING PROBLEMS
BY FORMULATING THEM IN TERMS OF
INEQUALITIES, CAN BE CHALLENGING.
FOR EXAMPLE, I WANT TO BUY SOME
CUPCAKES FOR A PARTY AND I NEED AT
LEAST 20 ALTOGETHER. I WANT TO HAVE
AT LEAST TWICE AS MANY VANILLA
CUPCAKES AS STRAWBERRY ONES, AND
I MUST HAVE AT LEAST 6 STRAWBERRY
ONES. IF STRAWBERRY CUPCAKES COST
£3 AND VANILLA CUPCAKES COST £2,
WHAT IS THE CHEAPEST WAY TO DO IT?
WHAT HAPPENS IF YOU CHANGE THE
PRICES OF THE CUPCAKES?
(NB THE ANSWER IS TO BUY 6
STRAWBERRY CUPCAKES AND 14
VANILLA ONES, WHICH WILL COST £46)

SUMMARY
You could end the lesson with a
repetition of the starter task, but
harder.
For example,

+ ABOUT
THE EXPERT

y < 2x
y≤1
2x + y < 8
x < 2y
The solution (1, 1) is shown in the
diagram below:
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Colin Foster is Senior
Research Fellow in
the School of
Education at the
University of
Nottingham, and
writes books for
mathematics teachers
www.foster77.co.uk
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